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Funding Education
September 19, 2015
Speaker: Patty Hightower,
Chairwoman Escambia County School
Board
Tryon Library, 1200 Langley Ave.
Program 10:30 am
atty Hightower, District 4 representative
and chairwoman for the Escambia County
School Board, will speak on "Funding
Education'' at the League of Women Voters
Patty Hightower
monthly meeting September 19th at the Tryon
Branch Library, 1200 Langley Ave.
Hightower will discuss how funding is determined for the schools and
how district allocations are decided. She is one of 100 board-certified
members through specialized training from the School Boards Association.
Mrs. Hightower has been a member of the current school board since 2004.
She served as President of the Florida Association of School Boards twice,
completing her second term this past June. She has also held the title of
president of the Florida PTA, as well as serving at the national level.
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Education Funding Position in brief:
Courtney Winstead - Program
Planning
Cathy Scott, Membership
Paula Montgomery, Education
Off-Board
Gene Feicht, International Relations
Naturalizations
Janet deLorge - Constitutional
Amendment Study
Nominating Committee
Betty Vickers, Chair
Ann Davis
Carolyn Kolb
Cathy Scott
Rosemary Hays Thomas
www.lwvpba.org
LWVPBA facebook page
lwvpba at gmail.com
Phone: (850) 937-7769
www.TheFloridaVoter.org
LWVF facebook page
www.lwv.org
LWVUS Facebook page

Support a free public school system for Florida with high standards for
student achievement and with equality of educational opportunity for
all that is financed adequately by the state through an equitable funding
formula.
The League's first action on behalf of public education in Florida was
support of the Minimum Foundation Program, which called for abolishing
small school districts and establishing countywide school districts.
Each county was required to provide tax support based on its ability to
pay. In turn, the state would augment this with funds to build a sound
minimum school program for all Florida children. This was clearly the
beginning of the League's concern for equal funding as well as the state's role
in the process.
In 1971, following the completion of a complex study which concentrated
on financing issues and the organization and structure of education at the state
level, the League expanded its position on the equalization formula and
concluded that all state required programs should be fully funded by the state.
It also required uniform assessment of property throughout the state.
With additional studies on education financing, more specific positions
were added. For example: increased appropriations for teachers’ salaries,
weighted pupil concept as the unit for the distribution of funds and
agreement that ad valorem taxes should be the primary local revenue source
for education.
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Why are Citizens NOT Voting?

Co Presidents' Message:

by Ray Hudkins, 346-5199

he LWV Florida approved an Open Primary
study at the May 2015 Annual Convention. The
purpose of the study is to evaluate the current
primary system in Florida to determine whether
it is a hindrance to voter turnout.
We need your help to complete the study.
Did you know that 13 counties had over 40%
average turnout from 2000 to 2014 in primary
elections? Twenty-five counties averaged less than
25% turnout from 2000 to 2014. Eleven of the 25
counties averaged over 300,000 registered voters. We
will investigate why turnout is low in Florida and
possible actions to increase turnout in future elections
Did you know that the state League endorsed
Instant Runoff Voting in the 2007 Program? Learn
about the myriad primary election systems and evaluate
selected systems for potential application to Florida.
You can help update our League position given that
a lot has changed since 2000. You can choose to
participate in one or more of the study topics:
Interviews of Supervisor of Elections, Leagues in other
states, political parties, or millennial voters.
Contact Pensacola Bay Area LWV Study Chair:
Ray Hudkins 346-5199 rhud66 at gmail.com. "

T

League Supports Solar Energy
Ballot Initiative
by Mary Gutierrez, 549-7472

he solar ballot initiative
was initiated by Floridians
for Solar Choice. Several
organizations from around
the state, including the League of
Women Voters , Southern
Alliance for Clean Energy, Earth
Ethics and others, have signed on
to help to get a constitutional amendment placed on the
2016 ballot. At the present time, the Florida Supreme
Court is considering whether the proposed ballot
language is acceptable.
Florida is one of four states that does not allow its
citizens and businesses to choose to purchase
electricity from sources other than a utility. This
initiative will allow us to choose the source of the
energy we want.
The League's Natural Resources and Growth
Management Committee will host a kickoff meeting to
educate attendees about the initiative, what some of the
challenges are, and how individuals can become
actively involved. Details of the meeting are still being
finalized. For more information, please contact Mary
Gutierrez, Co-Chair of the Natural Resources
Committee, at mary.earthethics at cox.net. "

T

e have had two very successful
meetings this summer on the
issue of appointed vs. elected
school superintendent and the
School to Prison Pipeline, thanks to our
very active Education Committee, headed
by Paula Montgomery.

W
Haley Richards

Now the fall is upon us and we are
involved in three studies - two national and
one state. For those of you who may not
know the significance of the study process,
the League does not take action until it has
studied an issue and arrived at a consensus
Ellen Roston
of the membership. Joining one of the
committees that are studying these issues
is the best way for new members to meet other members, learn
about how the League operates, and contribute to the seminal
work of the League. If you have never been on a committee that
is studying an issue - NOW is the time.
The three studies are:
1) Open Primary study (State). We currently have a
closed primary system in Florida, where only voters who
specify their party affiliation when registering may vote.
This system shuts out 3.2 million No Party Affiliation voters
and minor party voters from participating in the primaries.
The study will analyze voter turnout and potential changes to
our primary system. Local contact is: Ray Hudkins, 3465199.
2) Money in Politics study (National). The study will
analyze campaign finance patterns since the Citizens United
(2010) Supreme Court ruling in light of First Amendment
rights. The study will result in an update on the National
League position on campaign finance.
Local contact is: Elizabeth King, 920-246- 0904
3) Amending the US Constitution study (National). This
study is to determine what the shared values and beliefs are
within the League regarding the circumstances that might
allow or compel the League to endorse a constitutional
amendment or constitutional convention. It will develop
guidelines for evaluating constitutional amendment
proposals. Local contact is : Janet deLorge, 850 607 9170
On other issues, if you are interested in helping people to register
to vote, go to the State League website and take the test. (You can
re-take it, so don't worry)
We still have some copies of the Guide to Elected Officials, so if
you want to have some to give out, contact Vivian Faircloth,
438-5539.
Looking forward to seeing you at our September meeting.

Haley Richards and Ellen Roston,
Co Presidents
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Discussion of School-to-Prison
Pipeline Packs Restaurant
Thom Botsford, 384-3282

What to do about the thousands of children incarcerated
in Escambia County was just one of the local concerns
expressed during a discussion Aug. 31 sponsored by the
League and the American Civil Liberties Union.
About 108 citizens packed Franco's Italian Restaurant to
hear a panel of experts discuss the school-to-prison
"pipeline" that affects communities nationwide, especially
places with sizeable minority populations and limited job
opportunities for undereducated young people.
A representative from the ACLU, Keyontay Humphries,
said Escambia County incarcerates more children per capita
than any other place in the world.

September 2015
650 in two years. Jackson said her
system allocated resources to hire
more counselors and design a plan to
help misbehaving students learn
through "discipline." Punishment,
she said, doesn't teach a lesson the
way well-designed discipline does.
Other panelists were Police Chief
David Alexander III, Circuit Judge E.
Paula Montgomery &
P. Nickinson, and former public
Amir Whiaker
defender Mary McDaniel. Pensacola
News Journal Executive Editor Lisa
Nellessen-Lara was the moderator.
Paula Montgomery, chair of the
League's education committee,
expressed her thanks to Franco's for
"endlessly" excellent accommodations,
to Bob Wilson and his daughter for
managing the audio, and to Bill
Caplinger for setting up and overseeing
Executive Editor Lisa the TV hookups in the restaurant's
Nellessen-Lara
overflow rooms. James Scaminaci
videotaped the event and will post it on
You Tube.
Check out the video found on the
LWVPBA YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx
0TAJOwUW5XzwjCWzVnYLw "

Panelist (L-R)Police Chief David Alexander III,
Attorney Mary McDaniel, Circuit Judge E.P. Nickinson,
and Okaloosa County School Superintendent Mary Beth
Jackson.

No one on the panel disputed that the county has too many
young people in jail or in trouble with the law, sometimes
for offenses that would never have merited criminal arrests
or charges in the past.
Out-of-school suspensions received much attention. The
Escambia County school district suspended about 4,000
students last year, said Amir Whitaker, an attorney with the
Southern Poverty Law Center. Moreover, 60 students were
arrested on charges of disorderly conduct. Unlike some
districts, which handle such matters outside of the criminal
justice system, Escambia put these students in the
"pipeline."
The SPLC filed a civil complaint in 2012 against
Escambia and four other Florida counties, alleging that too
many students are being suspended and arrested for
relatively minor offenses.
The best thing society can do is to keep these young
people out of the pipeline and in school-even after
misbehavior-several panelists agreed. After citing figures
showing how income and employment levels rise with
educational achievement, economist Rick Harper reminded
the audience of the cost to society of incarceration,
including the cost to families who lose breadwinners and
caregivers.
Okaloosa County School Superintendent Mary Beth
Jackson had some good news to report: suspensions in her
county are down dramatically, falling from about 3,000 to

Economist Rick
Harper

Calendar

September
1 Tuesday, 5:30 pm Board Meeting at the Downtown
Library on Spring Street in the Conference Room.
Members are always welcome.
15 Tuesday, 10:00 am Azalea Trace, International
Relations, Great Decisions discussion on Brazil’s
Metamorphosis, led by Sally Trimble. For further
information contact Gene Feicht at 479-3352
19 Saturday, 10:30 am program. General League Meeting,
New Tryon Branch Library, 1200 Langley Ave. Speaker:
Patty Hightower, Escambia County School Board Chair,
Funding Education.
19 Saturday, 12:30 -2:00 pm Money in Politics Study
Committee, New Tryon Branch Library, For
information, contact Elizabeth King, chairperson, at 920246-0904 or kinge3324 at gmail.com.
29 Tuesday, 5:30 pm, Natural Resources Committee, Main
Library downtown. Contact Mary Gutierrez,
October
17 Saturday, 10:30 am program. General Meeting, New
Tryon Library, White-paper & panel discussion on Deep
Well Injection.
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Community Expressed Great Interest in an
Appointed School Superintendent

July Naturalization Ceremony

he discussion of the appointment of the school
superintendent for Escambia County brought a 'standing
room only' group of interested citizens to the mid-August
League meeting at the Tryon Library. Presentations by Robert
deVerona and Lou Ray identified specific aspects of appointing
rather than electing the leader of our local school system.
Businessman Robert
deVarona expressed his
passion for our
community and his
efforts to improve the
public school system. He
cited improvements in
Finland's education
system that resulted in
higher graduation rates
President Haley Richards moderates the
as well as an improved
discussion with Lou Ray (standing) and
economy. Finland's
Robert deVarona
teachers are highly paid
professionals who are held in high esteem. Years ago the same was
true of teachers in our country.
DeVarona presented his "Pillars of Education" as a necessary
part of comparing the ideal school system with existing conditions
in schools. He identified the appointed superintendent as a
professional who is qualified and accountable to the policy-making
school board. In closing, deVerona stated that the appointment of
the superintendent is not a complete solution but rather a step
forward.

n Friday, July 24, 2015, I had the pleasure
of attending a naturalization ceremony at
the Saenger Theater. This was my first
experience at such an event and it was thoroughly
enjoyable.
The Honorable Senior United States District
Judge, C. Roger Vinson, presided, with the
assistance of The Honorable Chief United States
Magistrate Judge, Elizabeth M. Timothy and The
Honorable First Judicial Circuit Judge Ross M.
Goodman. All three judges provided opening
remarks.
The entire procedure was administered with
professionalism and the right degree of pomp and
circumstance. From the Posting of the Colors by
representatives of the United States Marine Corps
through the inspiring speech by Representative
Clay Ingram, Florida House of Representatives and
president and CEO of the Greater Pensacola
Chamber of Commerce, to the songs beautifully
sung by Dr. Leo Day, Dean of the School of Music,
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, the
event made one proud to be an American.
Each individual who wished to become a
naturalized citizen had the opportunity to stand and
give his or her name and their country of origin.
One hundred ninety four persons took the Oath of
Allegiance that morning. Countries from around
the world, literally, were represented by the
persons in attendance.
After Dr. Day sang the last song, America the
Beautiful, the entire auditorium erupted in cheers
and applause.
If you have never attended a naturalization
ceremony, I would humbly recommend you do so.
It reminds one of just how fortunate we are to live
in the United States of America. No matter how
often we see our country maligned by other
nations, the reality is, people from all over the
globe, when given the choice and chance, come to
America to reside. "

T

Lou Ray, former Escambia County School Board Attorney for 22
years, explained the legal process for putting the issue of the
appointed superintendent on the ballot:
G

The School Board must request that the Escambia County
Commission put the issue on the ballot in a regular or special
election.
G If the referendum results in a change to the appointed
superintendent, the incumbent shall serve the term of office to
which he/she was elected.
G A county has the option to follow the same procedures and
return to its former status after four years.
A 1962 study dealing with the quality of education in Florida
and district school structure resulted in a League position of
support for the appointed school superintendent. Members agreed a
school board should be able to appoint the best qualified person to
administer the schools and that person should be directly
accountable to the school board. The school board would, in turn,
be accountable to the voters, who elected him. Action to support
local referenda on appointed superintendents is one of the League's
most active program positions. "

By Courtney R. Winstead, 932-5787

O

Welcome New Members!
Joan Allen Patricia Maxwell
Patty Hightower Bob & Gail Husbands
Members’ contact information is contained in the
Membership Roster only. If you have not received the
latest one from August 25th, contact Cathy Scott at

basketbabe at mchsi.com.
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League Constitution Study for November
mending the US Constitution study was approved by League members at the 2014 LWVUS Convention. The
study information is presented in three parts and, due to time constraints, it is necessary to conduct the initial
section through this Voter.
fundamental issues.
BACKGROUND
These restraints should not mean the Constitution
should
never be changed. There have been times in our
The Articles of Confederation, the first government of
history
when arguments for restraint have been
the United States, could not be amended without the approval
counterbalanced
by the compelling need for reform. Some
of all of the states. The framers of the US Constitution, in
people may believe this is such a time and, if so, there is
Article V, provided for greater flexibility by establishing two
nothing illegitimate about urging constitutional change.
methods for amending the Constitution.

A

First Method to amend the Constitution:
 A vote by 2/3 of the members of the House of
Representatives and the Senate is required for a proposed
constitutional amendment to be sent to the Legislatures of
the 50 states.
 A vote by 3/4 of the state legislatures is required for
approval of the amendment.
Second Method to amend the Constitution:
 A vote by 2/3 of the state legislatures requesting a
constitutional convention to consider a proposed
amendment is required.
 A vote by 3/4 of the state legislatures is required for
approval of the amendment (No amendment has been
approved by this method.)
Although 11,000 proposed amendments have been
introduced in Congress, only 33 have been submitted to the
states for approval and only 27 have been ratified in more
than two hundred years. As James Madison argued in The
Federalist No. 49, the constitutional road to amendment
should be "marked out and kept open" but should be used
only "for great and extraordinary occasions." This reliance on
self restraint has functioned well in the past, and the most
significant amendments were proposed during two
extraordinary periods in American history- the original
framing which produced the Bill of Rights and the Civil War
period, which freed the slaves, declared them citizens and
provided the vote to all citizens.
In recent years there are indications self-restraint may be
breaking down. Within the past few years six proposed
amendments have reached the floor of the Senate, the House,
or both bodies. They include: balanced budget, flag
desecration, campaign finance, religious freedom, and
imposition of new taxes. Other issues, including changes in
immigration laws, religious freedom, outlawing abortions,
and repealing Citizens United are currently under discussion.
Reasons to reaffirm self-restraint when considering
constitutional amendments:
 Amendments bind current as well as future generations.
 Amendments can weaken the Constitution as a symbol of
our democratic system and its cherished diversity.
 Amendments could damage the Constitution's
significance if used to control political outcomes.
 Amendments can exacerbate divisive questions on

Members are asked to read the consensus material
associated with each of the questions below and
respond to each item, choosing one of the three options.
Bring your responses to the September monthly
meeting or send your responses to jgde1@aol.com. You
may also call Janet deLorge at 607-9170.
Thank you for your participation to assist the League to
make our democracy stronger!

Consensus Question 1.a
1. Which of these should or should not be a
consideration in identifying an appropriate and
well-crafted amendment?
a) Whether the public policy objective addresses
matters of such acute and abiding importance that
the fundamental charter of our nation must be
changed.
9 Should 9 Should not

9 No consensus

PRO: Amendments are changes to a document that
provides stability to our system and should be
undertaken to address extreme problems or
long-term needs.
CON: When public sentiment is overwhelmingly
in favor of change, restraint based on veneration of

Points of View
Amending the Constitution is one of the most
serious and important acts of the people acting through
their government. Constitutional amendments are binding
for the long-term. The stability that the Constitution
provides is one of its key virtues, and that stability will be
undermined if the Constitution is amended too often. If
you agree that these are important considerations, answer
"Should."
The Constitution is a tool provided by the framers for
Continue on page 6....
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Background

Continued from page 5...
bending government to the will of the people and when
popular sentiment is overwhelmingly in favor of change, the
people should be able to use Article V. If you agree with
this point of view, answer "Should not."

Consensus Question 1.b
b) Whether the amendment as written would be effective
in achieving its policy objective.
9 Should

9Should not

9 No consensus

PRO: Amendments that may be unenforceable, miss
the objective or have unintended consequences will
not work to achieve the policy objective.
CON: It's all right to deliberately put something in the
Constitution that will need to be interpreted by courts

Background
This question is asking if it is important to consider whether
an amendment will work. Can it be readily implemented to
achieve its intended policy outcome? Will the courts properly
interpret the amendment?

Points of View
It is important to consider whether an amendment will
achieve its intended policy objectives or will likely fail to do so.
This is crucial in preventing unintended consequences and in
giving the courts clear, unambiguous direction. If you agree
that these are important considerations, answer "should."
Sometimes it is important just to get started, even if an
amendment will need to be interpreted by courts and
legislatures over time. Even an amendment that won't achieve
its intended policy objectives can serve an important purpose in
affirming and entrenching fundamental principles. If you agree
with this point of view, answer "should not."

Consensus Question 1.c
c) Whether the amendment would either make our
political system more democratic or protect individual
rights.
9 Should 9 Should not 9 No consensus
PRO: Most amendments have sought to make our
system more democratic by extending voting rights,
for example, or to protect the rights of minorities from
powerful interests.
CON: What has been typical in the past is not a good
measure of what's appropriate or necessary today or in
the future, especially since there have been relatively

This question is asking whether we think the use of
the amendment process should be limited to one of two
primary goals: (1) to make the structures of government
more responsive to the will of the people (e.g. extension of
the franchise, direct election of senators); OR (2) to
protect or expand individual rights from government
overreach (e.g. most of the Bill of Rights)

Points of View
Most ordinary policy matters should be resolved
through the political process by elected representatives.
The emphasis in the Constitution should be on the bigger
questions: equality, representation, and liberty. If you
agree that these are important considerations, answer
"Should."
The fact that the majority of ratified amendments fall
into one of these two classes is a result of not having many
amendments or that other important needs have not yet
arisen. What constitutes a mere policy preference of the
current majority may not be clear without the long lens of
history. Which issues are fundamental, versus which are
not, may not be all that clear to proponents or opponents at
the time. If you agree with this point of view, answer
"Should not."

Consensus Question 1.d
d) Whether the policy objective can be achieved by a
legislative or political approach that is less
difficult than a constitutional amendment.
9 Should 9 Should not

9 No consensus

PRO: Due to the difficulty of amending the
Constitution, it is important to consider whether
legislation or political action is more likely to
succeed than an amendment, in order to achieve the
objective and to expend resources wisely.
CON: Important policy objectives should
sometimes be pursued through a constitutional
amendment even though it may be difficult for it to

Background
This question is asking whether we think the use of
the amendment process should be focused on those
circumstances where there is no other course of action or
where other courses of action have been exhausted, such
as executive action, legislation at the state or federal
levels, and traditional politics - electing representatives
and appointing judges who are committed to supporting
the desired reform.
Continue on page 7....
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Continued from page 6...
Points of View
The Constitution should be amended sparingly, and an
amendment cannot be strictly necessary if other avenues exist
for accomplishing the same outcome. Using the Constitution
to embody specific policy proposals makes those policies
more difficult to revise or reverse in the future if
circumstances change. Moreover, resources are not infinite
and it is important to focus political action on those strategies
that are most likely to achieve the policy objective. If you
agree that these are important considerations, answer
"Should."
On the other hand, a policy objective may be so
important that pursuing a number of strategies is the best
course of action. When it is unclear what paths are most
likely to succeed, a constitutional amendment should be part
of the mix. If an amendment is a general policy statement
and leaves details and specifics to the courts, then judicial
decisions can also play a role. If you agree with this point of
view, answer "Should not."

Consensus Question 1.e
e) Whether the public policy objective is more suited to
a constitutional and general approach than to a statutory
and detailed approach.
9 Should 9 Should not

9 No consensus

PRO: It is important to consider whether the goal can
best be achieved by an overall value statement, which
will be interpreted by the courts, or with specific
statutory detail to resolve important issues and reduce
ambiguity.
CON: Getting action on an issue is more important
than how a policy objective can best be achieved

Background
Some topics are best suited to the detailed and specific
approach provided by a statute because important issues need
to be clearly resolved and ambiguity could allow the courts to
misinterpret. Other topics demand a clear values statement
and general provisions that may be subject to evolving
judicial interpretations. Most amendments that have been
adopted have broad general provisions, in keeping with the
pattern set by the first 10 amendments which we know as the
Bill of Rights.

Points of View
It is important to consider whether a statutory or a
constitutional approach is best suited to achieve particular

policy goals. Statutes typically set out how a policy should
be accomplished. Constitutional amendments, on the other
hand, are generally written in broad policy terms and set
basic values for American government. Interpretation is
left to the courts. If you agree that these are important
considerations, answer "Should."
In contrast, the more important question may be getting
action on the overall policy, rather than the specifics of
making the policy work. When Congress or the courts fail
to implement an important policy, amending the
Constitution may be the only way to make a change. If you
agree with this point of view, answer "Should not."
Bibliography for Part I
! "Great and Extraordinary Occasions: Developing
Guidelines for Constitutional Change," The
Constitution Project at the Century Foundation,
http://www.constitutionproject.org/wp-content/uploads/
2012/09/32.pdf
! "Constitutional Amendmentitis," Kathleen Sullivan,
The American Prospect, December 19, 2001
http://prospect.org/article/constitutional-amendmentitis
! "Constitutional Amendments and the Constitutional
Common Law," Adrian Vermeule,
http://www.law.uchicago.edu/files/files/73-av-amendm
ents.pdf
! Six Amendments and How and Why We Should
Change the Constitution, John Paul Stevens, Little,
Brown, New York, 2014
! "When the Supreme Court is this wrong, it's time to
overrule them," Doris Kearns Goodwin & Jeff
Clements, Reuters Blog Post June 2, 2015
http://blogs.reuters.com/great-debate/2015/06/02/whenthe-supreme-court-is-this-wrong-its-time-to-overrule-th
em/
! The Missing Right To Vote: What we'd get from
amending the Constitution to guarantee it," Heather
Gerken, Yale Law School News,
http://www.law.yale.edu/news/15643.htm
! Miracle at Philadelphia The Story of the Constitutional
Convention May to September 1787, Catherine Drinker
Bowen, Back Bay Books; September 30, 1986 "
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Money in Politics (MIP)

Recent Court Decisions on Campaign Finance

by Elizabeth King, Study Chair, 920-246-0904

he League has been a national leader on
campaign finance reform since the 1970's,
even before the Supreme Court’s landmark
1976 ruling in Buckley v. Valeo.

T

Methods of financing political campaigns should:
•
•
•
•

Ensure the public’s right to know
Combat corruption and undue influence
Enable candidates to compete more
equitably for public office
Allow maximum citizen participation in the
political process.

The League lobbied for the passage of the
Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) of 1971 and
for the 1974 FECA amendments, which set
contribution limits, established public financing for
presidential elections, and required disclosure of
campaign spending. The League’s position on
campaign finance was last modified in 1982.
Using these positions, the League has worked
toward two main goals in recent years:
•
•

Date and “Actor”

SCOTUS - 2010 Citizens
United v. Federal Election
Commission

Between 1976-2010 the
Supreme Court accepted three
rationales for regulating
campaign finance:
(1) Quid Pro Quo (this for
that)
(2) Distortion of the
political process
(3) Political Equality
This approach changed in the Citizens United
(2010) decision when the Court rejected rationales
(2) and (3). Arguments that have been set forth in
support of limitations on campaign finance since
2010 are:
(1) Dependence corruption
(2) Electoral integrity
(3) Misalignment and responsiveness to large
donors.
(Abridged from Corruption and Rationality for
Regulating Campaign Finance...article from
LWVUS, 2015 )

Affirms a corporation’s all forms
of corporations - including nonprofit organizations, trade
associations and for-profit multinational corporations - as well as
labor unions right to spend
unlimited money independently
in elections; (ban on direct
corporate contributions to
candidates remains).
Overturns limits on issue ads in
BCRA while upholding
disclosure of issue ad spending.
Creates legal framework for
Super PAC

Various courts based on
Citizens United decision

transparency in financing political
campaigns
Fighting big money and its influence on
elections and government
The Supreme Court's Approaches
Toward Regulating Campaign Finance

Decision
Upholds disclosure requirements
in elections

SCOTUS - 2011 McComish
v. Bennett

Allows traditional PAC to merge
with Super PAC - though PAC
has contribution limits it can
contribute directly to candidate.
Creates a Hybrid PAC
Overturns AZ law which granted
additional public funds to a
candidate being outspent by
privately financed opponent or
independent groups.

Overturn federal aggregate limits
SCOTUS - 2014 McCutcheon on campaign contributions to
v. Federal Election
candidates, political parties and
Commission
political committees.

With Thanks to the Massachusetts and California Leagues for information
contained in this chart., www.LWV.org

Campaign Expenditures by Source
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501(c) Spending, Cycle to Date, by Type

Charts from Article “Independent Expenditures” Prepared
by LWVUS Money In Politics Committee

"Independent Expenditures"
Article summary by Rosemary Hays-Thomas

Brief history of campaign finance regulation and
independent expenditures
The 1971 Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA), partly
still in effect after Citizens United, considers independent
expenditure to be one
! Paying for communication that advocates election
or defeat of
! A specific and identified candidate
! NOT made in "cooperation, consultation, or
concert with" or following suggestion or request of
a candidate or party, and
! NOT coordinated with party or candidate.
FECA originally placed limits on
! Campaign expenditures for media;
! Candidate self-funding;
! Campaign expenditures by corporations and labor
unions.
In addition, FECA required public disclosure of
contributions and expenditures. Political Action
Committees (PACs) were created to receive aggregated
contributions to campaigns and make independent
expenditures, and both contributions and expenditures were
limited and disclosed.
These protections have been eroded severely in
subsequent years by decisions of the Supreme Court,
decisions or inaction on the part of federal bodies, and the
creativity of those with huge amounts of money to spend to
influence the outcome of elections.
The Supreme Court now recognizes only one

September 2015
constitutional justification for regulating campaign
contributions: to prevent quid pro quo corruption, meaning
payment for favors from office-holders. Because
"independent expenditures" do not go to candidates, they
supposedly could not produce such corruption. This idea is
actually contrary to the way things really work under present
law. Candidates do know the major contributors to their
"Super PACs" made possible by Citizens United and it would
be difficult for an elected official to act contrary to the wishes
of his or her major donors.
In 1974 FECA was amended to set limits on
contributions to and expenditures by campaigns, individuals,
and political committees. The Federal Election Commission
(FEC) was also created to enforce rules on contributions and
expenditures. However, in Buckley vs. Valeo (1976) the
Supreme Court found that contribution and expenditure limits
were in violation of the right to free speech.
The McCain-Feingold bill passed in 2002 improved
things somewhat. The "soft money" loophole which allowed
unlimited contributions to parties was eliminated and
"electioneering communications" by corporations and labor
unions were banned within 50 days of an election or 30 days
of a primary. These expenditures were also required to be
reported to the FEC.
However, in 2010 the Supreme Court in Citizens United
v. FEC reversed a previous opinion and determined that
limits on electioneering communication violated the
constitutional right to political speech (and that corporations
were "people" with this right). As a result, all organizations
that do not "coordinate" with campaigns can receive
unlimited contributions and make unlimited independent
expenditures. These "superPACs" must publicly disclose
contributions and expenses and register with the FEC.
However, they can evade disclosure requirements by
contributing to 501(c)(4) organizations which can hide donor
identities and receive unlimited contributions. (These are
named after a paragraph in the Internal Revenue Code which
defines "social welfare organizations.") The 501(c) (4) then
makes expenditures on behalf of candidates or parties.
In practice, super PACs are hardly "independent" of or
uncoordinated with candidates. Many are set up and/or
operated by persons closely tied to a candidate, such as a
family member or former staffer. (Stephen Colbert's PAC
was run by Jon Stewart, for example.)
Independent expenditures can be made by:
! PACs
! SuperPACs
! Tax-exempt organizations whose primary purpose is
not political activity. These include labor unions (c-5
organizations) and trade associations (c-6
organizations) as well as the notorious "social
welfare" organizations (c-4s). These organizations
Continue on page 10, MIP....
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do not pay taxes, but contributions to them are not
tax-deductible as are contributions to 501(c)(3)
charitable organizations, which cannot make
political expenditures.
! "527" organizations , which are political parties or
political committees of issue organizations (also
PACs and SuperPACs). Some are required to
register with the FEC and some must file reports
publicly disclosing contributions and
expenditures.

Tracking of 501(c) spending over time shows a
dramatic increase in expenditures by social welfare
organizations in 2010 and especially 2012 (a presidential
election year) following Citizens United. Expenditures by
trade associations and labor unions have increased only
marginally.
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presidential election cycle, and are by far the
largest part of outside spending.
! electioneering communications, which must be
reported to the FEC by amount and donor. These
have gone up and down, but not by much, since
2004 and are a small part of the total.
! communication costs incurred in educating
members, staff, families on election issues. These
have shrunk since 2004 and 2008, but now are a
small part of the total.
The effectiveness of independent expenditures is not
clear because of the speed with which regulatory changes
have occurred and the lack of data. (Editorial comment:
It could be, for example, that more money has more
effect up to a point of diminishing returns. Or it could
be that those spending this money have been learning
what to do with it for greatest effect!)

How do independent expenditures work?
What about these social
welfare organizations?
They do not require approval
by the IRS although most
request approval as a way of
ensuring anonymity for
donors. Therefore, a definitive listing of all 501(c)(4)
organizations does not exist. A small number of tax
filings are audited each year by the IRS but in 2013
allegations of IRS bias against "Tea Party" organizations
led to Congressional hearings. (It was not shown that such
bias existed. There were many more conservative-leaning
organizations than liberal-leaning ones.)
Social welfare organizations (including the League of
Women Voters) may lobby on issues but cannot
participate directly or indirectly in campaigns on behalf of
candidates. Federal law requires that these organizations
operate "exclusively" for social welfare. However, since
1959 the IRS has interpreted this as "primarily," and
"primarily" to mean more than 50%. This is a major
loophole and has resulted in the present situation in which
many such organizations conduct considerable political
activity, largely free from limits on contributions or
expenditures.

! Often focused on small number of races that (a)
are truly competitive and (b) have important
consequences (e.g., control of the Senate).
! Candidates themselves are often outspent by
outside groups.
! Independent expenditures are made in large
amounts and by relatively few people. Of the $1
billion spent by superPACs since Citizens
United, 195 persons (and their spouses) gave
60% of this money.
! A large portion of these expenditures are "dark
money" whose donors are undisclosed.
! "Single candidate PACs" are generally funded b y
persons who have already made the maximum allow
able contribution directly to the candidate.
! They can truly distort the political process by making
candidates dependent for funding upon a very small
number of increasingly powerful people. Because
much of this money comes from unidentified donors,
the public cannot take this into account.

Recent expenditure trends
"Outside spending" began increasing after 2004. This
includes:
! independent expenditures, as discussed above.
Sources of revenue and amounts of disbursements
can be hidden or camouflaged. They have
exploded since 2004, particularly in the 2012

Continue on page 11. MIP...
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Suggestions for improving the process
! Congress and FEC could tighten the definition of
"independent," for example by excluding money
managed by family members or former staffers or
colleagues.
! Congress could require disclosure of ALL
contributions. The Supreme Court has said that there
is no constitutional right to keep one's "speech"
undisclosed. (Note. The
DISCLOSE Act has been
prosed but not passed.)
! IRS could begin following the letter of the law and
require that social welfare organizations act
"exclusively" for social welfare. This could address
the 501(c)(4) loophole and drastically limit the
amount of political expenditures. (Note. It would
meet MUCH resistance from those who benefit from
the present situation.)
! The Supreme Court's view that independent
expenditures cannot corrupt the political process
because they are "independent." If the opinion of one
member of the Court's majority or the makeup of the
Court were to change and the right suit reached the
Court, this decision might change. A constitutional
amendment could also be drafted and passed-which is
an arduous process but is presently the focus of
several public interest groups.
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finance. Some of these are:
FIVE WAYS CITIZENS UNITED HARMS
DEMOCRACY......Taken from Jan. 15, 2015 DEMOS.
Detailed and footed article by Liz Kennedy
1. Big money in politics allows wealthy elite few to
overpower other voices to an unprecedented
degree, at all levels of government.
2. Secret political spending explored after Citizens
United because the disclosure requirements
relied upon by the Court do not exist.
3. The purported "independence" of outside
spending is often a farce, allowing for evasion of
contribution and disclosure requirements.
4. Bug money in politics distorts representation and
responsiveness preventing effective policy.
solutions supported by majorities of Americans
5. The Supreme Courts's decisions have distorted
the Constitution by preventing common-sense
rules to protect representative self-governments.
"Super PACs Take on New Role in Role in
Organizing Voters". New York Times July 7, 2015, by
Trip Gabriel.
Some conclusions from this article:
For the first time in the 2015 presidential electoral
cycle, SUPER PACs are expected to, and so far, have
outspent and out- raised funds for candidate and party
committees. These PACs are performing many of the
tasks that were traditionally the purview of candidates
and party committees. It appears that independent
expenditures are extending the life of marginal
candidates and in so doing are extending the actual
presidential nomination process.
"Presidential Race Just Started, Not According to the
Spending" New York Times, July 25, 2015 by Nicholas
Confusore, et. al.
"We've seen more pre- announcement activity being paid
for through essentially unregulated money.”
Based on FEC reports.....

The following are notes from the
readings of Elizabeth King
A number of organizations and news outlets have
studied Supreme Court decisions relating to campaign

In the past independent expenditures at the national
level have been greater in support of the party out of
power. During the George Bush (43) era more money
was spent supporting democratic candidates and liberal
causes. During the Obama presidency more independent
money has been spent for republican causes and
candidates.
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The League of Women Voters of Florida, a nonpartisan political organization, encourages informed
and active participation in government, works to increase understanding of major public policy issues,
and influences public policy through education and advocacy.

Join the League of Women Voters Today!
It’s easy! Just send your check to:
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS g P.O. Box 2023, Pensacola, FL 32513
Name _________________________________________ Birth date ____________ New Mbr? Yes/No
Address: _____________________________________ Ci ty _________State ____Zip_______________
Home phone (___)___________ Other (___)____________E-mail ______________________________
Add Family Member(s): ________________________

____________________________________

DUES: $55.00 ______ Additional Mbrs @ $27.50 _______ Contribution_______ TOTAL____________
Dues are $27.50 for a student enrolled in a certificate or degree program.
 I’m renewing my membership.
I am interested in the following areas (Circle all interests)
Education
Natural Resources
Social Policy
Voter Service
Growth Management
Website
Membership
Legislative Action
Hospitality
Newsletter
Voter Registration
Publicity

Speaker’s Bureau
Observer Corps
Naturalization
Social Media

Membership dues and gifts to the League of Women Voters are not deductible as charitable contributions for tax purposes. (Tax deductible
contributions require a separate check written to the LWV Florida Education Fund and should be sent to our local treasurer.)

LWV Diversity Policy
The League of Women Voters recognizes that diverse perspectives are important and necessary for responsible and
representative decision making. The LWVPBA affirms its commitment to actively seek diversity in its membership,

League of Women Voters
of the Pensacola Bay Area
PO. Box 2023
Pensacola, FL 32513

